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Our best things – ANSWERS  Reading practice 
Level 3 

Is there something that you’re really good at? Practise your reading 
in English with this story. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Preparation   

Match the words with the definitions.  

to daydream  a factual TV programme or film about a subject 

a documentary  a picture of a person 

to tap  to have nice thoughts, not connected with what you’re doing 

 to sigh  a long seat for two or more people 

a championship  to hit something lightly 

a portrait  to breathe out, making a noise 

chess  a competition to find the best player or team in a sport or game   

a bench  a game for two people, using a board with black and white squares 
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1. Fill it in!  

Complete the sentences.  

table tennis swimming languages painting 

teaching singing chess horse riding 

a. Tom’s good at           swimming          . 

b. May’s good at                         table tennis                         . 

c. Fatima’s good at                              singing                              . 

d. Charlie’s good at                              painting                           . 

e. Ollie’s good at                                chess                               . 

f. Dora’s good at                         horse riding                         .  

g. Huang’s good at                          languages                           . 

h. Mrs Potter’s good at                             teaching                           . 

 
 

 

 

2. True or false?  

Circle true or false for these sentences.  

a. At the beginning of the story Tom’s daydreaming in class. true false 

b. Mrs Potter’s happy with Tom. true false 

c. Tom doesn’t want to miss play time because he has plans. true false 

d. All the children are good at something. true false 

e. Tom’s friend is called Goldie. true false 

f. Tom doesn’t like his teacher. true false 

g. Tom gives his teacher an apple. true false 

h. Tom doesn’t go outside at play time. true false 
 


